Water Clarity Criteria Application Depths (meters) • Unless the calibration is perfect, any model estimates vary from the actual (observed) values. When using a numerical water quality standard, the variation could lead to wrong conclusions of water quality standard achievement or violation.
• For example, the case of the dissolved oxygen standard in summer months for the deep water designated-use:
Two methods in Data Adjustment
• Method 1: Data Scenarios Method --i.e, Shenk's method, currently applied (Batiuk et al., 2003) . Adjust modeled scenario values, based on observed data and the modeled calibration-scenario relation.
• Method 2: Model Recast and Scenario Correction (Wang et al., 2003) 1) Recast model calibration using the observed.
2) Adjust modeled scenario values, based on recast calibration and the modeled calibrationscenario relation. Step 1 10%  20%  30%  40%  50%  60%  70%  80%  90%  100% percent less than
Step 2 of Method 2: adjust scenario data Prerequisites for the Data Correction: Recast Method * The model must be well calibrated temporarily and spatially with no systemic bias. * There are sufficient observed data for regression. They must be representative, and cover the high, medium, and low value seasons.
Challenges of the Ke Model Correction
• We are using 1991-2000 hydrology to assess water quality, but this simulation period lacks shallow water data, where we're interested in the Ke. There are only mid-channel observations in the 1991-2000 period.
• Our Ke simulation appears to be less accurate than our DO simulation. ------------------------------------------------- (
Center channel Shallow water Shallow water Geostatistic method to derive unknown from spatially distributed data.
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• Spatial location:
• y(s): value at location s 
